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New	Mexico	General	Education	Curriculum	Course	Certification	Form

A. Institution	and	Course	Information
Name	of	Institution	 New	Mexico	State	University	
Department	 Music	
Course	Number,	Title,	Credits	 MUS	201G,	History	of	Jazz	in	Popular	Music:	A	Blending	of	Cultures,	

3cr	
Co-requisite	Course	Number	and	Title,	if	any	
Is	this	application	for	your	system	(ENMU,	
NMSU,	&	UNM)?	

Yes	

Name	and	Title	of	Contact	Person	
Email	and	Phone	Number	of	Contact	Person	

Was	this	course	previously	part	of	the	general	education	curriculum?	
☒ Yes ☐ No

This	course	will	fulfill	general	education	requirements	for	(check	all	that	apply):	
☒ AA/AS/BA/BS ☐ AAS

B. Content	Area	and	Essential	Skills
To	which	content	area	should	this	course	be	added?	Indicate	“Other”	if	the	course	is	not	associated	with	one	of	the	six	
NM	General	Education	content	areas.	

☐ Communications ☐ Mathematics ☐ Science ☐ Social	&	Behavioral	Sciences
☐ Humanities ☒ Creative	&	Fine	Arts ☐ Other

Which	essential	skills	will	be	addressed?	
☒ Communication ☒ Critical	Thinking ☐ Information	&	Digital	Literacy

☐ Quantitative	Reasoning ☒ Personal	&	Social	Responsibility

C. Learning	Outcomes
This	course	follows	the	CCNS	SLOs	for	
MUSC	1110,	Music	Appreciation:	Jazz	

List	all	learning	outcomes	that	are	shared	between	course	sections	at	your	institution.	
Common	Course	Student	Learning	Outcomes	(find	Common	Course	SLOs	at:	
http://www.hed.state.nm.us/programs/request-a-change-to-the-nmccns.aspx)	
Student	Learning	Outcomes	



1. Develop	a	vocabulary	of	musical	terms,	and	be	able	to	describe	music	using	those	terms
2. Demonstrate	knowledge	of	composers,	their	music	and	their	relationship	to	historical	periods
3. Recognize	how	music	played	and	plays	a	political,	social,	and	cultural	function
4. Identify	well-known	pieces	and	the	historical	and	social	context	in	which	they	were	composed
5. Demonstrate	basic	understanding	of	music	notation	and	musical	communication

Institution-specific	Student	Learning	Outcomes	
• Develop active listening skills by using the various book listening guides and homework

assignments/listening projects
• Recall the names of major performers and recordings from each style period of jazz, offer specific

work examples, and develop a general understanding of the evolutional nature of jazz music as it
moves through the various large style periods surveyed in the textbook

D. Narrative
Explain	what	students	are	going	to	do	to	develop	the	critical	skills	(selected	above)	and	how	you	will	assess	their	
learning?	

Communication.	Genre	and	Medium	Awareness,	Application	and	Versatility;	Strategies	for	Understanding	and	
Evaluating	Messages;	and	Evaluation	and	Production	of	Arguments.		

Students first develop a common language for the basic building blocks of music (without needing to actually 
learn to “read” music) and are taught period-specific developments of jazz music techniques throughout the 
course. Through written tests, study guides, and written responses to live concert attendance, students must 
IDENTIFY new music terms they have learned and COMMUNICATE their understanding of how these 
musical terms function through the written medium. Student understanding is also examined through non-
graded class discussion. Throughout the course, students are encouraged to EVALUATE the level of 
performance being experienced through both live concert attendance and through careful examination of 
recorded music. Ultimately, the goal is to create INDEPENDENT listeners who can make INFORMED 
decisions about what constitutes a worthwhile music performance and to place the music being performed in 
proper historical CONTEXT. This goal is attained through both professor-led lecture and self-guided 
listening experiences using detailed time-coded listening guides found in the course materials. 

Student skills and detailed knowledge about the history and evolution of music are considered through a 
series of writing assignments, including ten (10) chapter study guides, four (4) exams with full listening 
components, and through regular class discussion. Students are also required to attend at least five (5) 
approved live concerts over the course of a given semester and write a detailed paper about each experience 
(sample paper guidelines and information attached). As this is basically a “FIRST EXPERIENCE” type class, 
EVALUATION and PRODUCTION OF ARGUMENTS are quite basic and do not require formal 
documentation, except in limited cases if the student elects to offer direct quotes in their writing. One of the 
main goals for students, as stated in the class syllabus, is as follows:  “…find something you like and learn 
more about it.” Furthermore:  “you don’t have to like it all, you just have to give it a fair chance.” 



Critical	Thinking.	Problem	Setting;	Evidence	Acquisition;	Evidence	Evaluation;	and	Reasoning/Conclusion	

Students are required to submit a series of extensive study guides (10) that accompany the course textbook 
and HOLISTICALLY cover the entire semester. The EVOLUTION of jazz music history is cumulative, 
which is to say, the creation of one style period leads to the creation of the next style, and so on. Students 
must draw CONCLUSIONS about the EVOLUTION of music history by applying progressively acquired 
knowledge in a HOLISTIC manner throughout the semester. These study guides include T/F, multiple choice, 
short answer, and essay questions that require external research  (DIRECTED READING) and asks the 
student to draw PERSONAL CONCLUSIONS through EVIDENCE ACQUISITION based on that research. 
In addition, as previously mentioned, students also attend regular concerts, and those experiences become part 
of class discussion and regular writing assignments (five (5) concert reviews; please see attached). Successful 
completion of these assignments requires students to DEVELOP CONCLUSIONS, SOLUTIONS, AND 
OUTCOMES THAT REFLECT AN INFORMED, WELL-REASONED EVALUATION. 

Quantitative	Reasoning.	Communication/Representation	of	Quantitative	Information;	Analysis	of	Quantitative	
Arguments;	and	Application	of	Quantitative	Models		
In	this	box,	provide	a	narrative	that	explains	how	the	proposed	course	addresses	the	outcomes	of	the	third	essential	
skill.	200	–	300	words.	

Personal	&	Social	Responsibility.	Intercultural	reasoning	and	intercultural	competence;	Sustainability	and	the	
natural	and	human	worlds;	Ethical	reasoning;	Collaboration	skills,	teamwork	and	value	systems;	and	Civic	discourse,	
civic	knowledge	and	engagement	–	local	and	global		

Throughout a given semester, current topics in the arts world are considered, including arts funding issues, 
censorship issues, and discussion of current performance events the students attend during the course. 
Students are encouraged to discover events on their own (learning how to seek knowledge of the “art music,” 
“jazz,” and “world music” scenes in their local area through publications, digital media, and social media 
[with particular emphasis on jazz in this course], and are also encouraged (through Socratic class discussion) 
to be aware of current events that may come up in class discussion. Students must exercise PERSONAL 
RESPONSIBILITY in selecting concert experiences and then write documents that demonstrate their ability 
to DEVELOP CONCLUSIONS, SOLUTIONS, AND OUTCOMES THAT REFLECT AN INFORMED, 
WELL-REASONED EVALUATION. Concert etiquette is discussed, along with a careful consideration of 
recording and other performance medium evaluation, i.e., “why is one recording/performance better (or 
worse) than a similar experience with another artist?” via ten (10) study guides, five (5) concert reviews, and 
active classroom discussions. Demonstration of “SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY” is somewhat limited in the 
class, but the ultimate goal of the course is to give students TOOLS for EVALUATION and KNOWLEDGE 
of the arts and arts education that go FAR BEYOND the scope of the course in question. We are trying to 
build better world citizens here, and that cannot always be fully tested in the scope of one limited semester.  
For many students taking this class, this is their FIRST EXPERIENCE with any form of fine arts education 
and serious consideration of fine arts issues. All we can do in the classroom is offer students the TOOLS to be 
successful in the future with the hope they will become FULLY ENGAGED in their local communities. 

Information	&	Digital	Literacy.	Authority	and	Value	of	Information;	Digital	Literacy;	Information	Structure;	and	
Research	as	Inquiry	



In	this	box,	provide	a	narrative	that	explains	how	the	proposed	course	addresses	the	outcomes	of	the	third	essential	
skill.	200	–	300	words.	
	
E. Supporting	Documents	
☐ 	Sample	Course	Rubric	Attached	(recommended)		 ☐ 	Sample	Assessment	Attached	(required)	
	
F. Assessment	Plan	(Must	be	on	file	with	HED	by	August	1,	2019)	
Link	to	Institution’s	General	Education	Assessment	Plan	Click	here	to	enter	text.	

This	course	meets	institutional	standards	for	general	education.	

_____________________________________________	 	 	 _____________________________	
Signature	of	Chief	Academic	Officer	 	 	 	 	 Date	

	

HED	Internal	Use	Only	

Presented	to	NMCC	on	______________________________	
Date	

☐Approved	 ☐Denied	 	 	

If	denied,	rationale:	

	

Institution	Notified	on	_________________________________	
	 	 	 Date	



Music 10T120UHON 208 Concert Reviews

1. Attend five approved live concerts this semester.

2.Take notes and be an active listener during performance.

3. Look up information about the composer(s) if you need it. Use
this information briefly in your review.

4. Write a review focusing on who, what, when, where, how did
they do, what was your response, and what was especially
moving or enjoyable?

5. If you use new music vocabulary words, please offset these
vocabulary words in capitol letters or italics or bold.

6. Format: Reviews should be 1 Page,single-spaced. Use good
grammar and please use a SPELL CHECK. ATTACH A COPY OF
TUE PROGRAM OR TICKET STUB TO THE REVIEW. We
understand that not all shows have tickets and I ot ptograms. If
they don't have paperwork, you CAry still review the show! ALL
XMSU Cultural Seiies shows MUST have a program and ticket
stub attached to receive credit - NO EXCEPTIONS!!!

7. Put titles of songs in quotation marks and I or italics, such as 1

Could Haoe Danced all I'light, from My Fair Lady. Use italics for

foreign words.

B. DUE: Two (2)by the Midterm, three (3) more by Final. Five
total for class.

9. Include your name, the date, class and section number,but DO
NOT use your social security number.



Some Guidelines for Writing a Review of a Musical Concert

When writing a review of a musical event, always remember that this is a subjective,,
personal opifuon, which may be agreed with or not by the reader. Your opinion of what
happened is the most important aspect of the review. As a part of the review, however,
you-need to keep in mind that your readers may not have been at the concert. Because
of this you will need to mention certain basic information as a part of the review.

1. Who plays -- Mention the performers by name if there is less than 6-8, and mention
the type of group that is playing.If they have some professional name (i.e. The Las
Cruiei Symphony Orchestra, The Canadian Brass, etc.), be sure to include this name as

well. Most reviews also include a mention of the date, time, and place of the
performance. If there is a large group playing such as an orchestra, mention only those
performers who have important solos within the pieces and the conductor. Always 

-
comment on the overall quality of the performance including specific examples of what
you heard.

2. What was performed -- List each piece performed and discuss it from the standpoint
of both the quality of the piece itself and the quality of the performance. Include all of
the vital informafion needed to identfy exactly what piece was performed. Usually the
manner in which it is listed in the program will suffice. DO NOT, however, list the
entire program as the opening of your review. List each work and discuss it
immediately. Be sure to list any changes to the program or encores played.

3. Include background information as needed -- Some background information can help
the reader to understand the program better, but do not go overboard on this aspect.
Any background information should be brief and should not take up more than 10

percent of the total paper.

4. Tel1 the reader r,vhether or not you liked the concert. This is the single most important
aspect of a review. Was the program worth hearing? Did you like the pieces chosen, the
performance, bottu or neither? Please explain as specifically as possible what you did or
did not like about the performance. This is the most subjective area of the review and
should be the bulk of what you say. You may be critical, but try not to get personal. Try
not to use the word boring.

5. Refer to performers by full name the first time, and thereafter by last name only. Do
not person alize your relationship by referring to Dr. Billy Taylor as Billy, even if you
know him quite well. It should be Dr. Billy Taylor the first time, and Dr. Taylor or
Taylor from that point on.

6. You should keep some notes during the performance, but take in only a small note
pad, or write youiimpressions on the program. It is not appropriate to discuss what
you are hearing with anyone during the concert. You may discuss your impressions 

_

with your friends afterward, but write your own review. Also, do not enter or leave the
auditorium at any time during a performance except in cases of emergency. In all cases

you should try to enter or leave during a silence between movements or at the end of a
piece. Most of all have fun and enjoy the concert.



NMSU lazzBand II Puts On Fine Performance

By: Your Name
MUS 101.1201.1HON208, Section ##

Date: December 4,2001-
Location: Music Recital Hall,4:00 p.m.

On Friday, Nov 15, the NMSU JazzBandll performed in the Music Center Recital Hall.
Some trienas and I attended the performanie together, and enjoyed the show they put
on. They played BIG BAND IAZZ, and other GENRES p_opular in,the early 20th

century, l.rctlair g a BLUES number, a BALLAD, a shuffle, a number that was ciassified

as slighily FUNKV, and the other three were all medium SWING tunes. The band did
not p"erform any true STANDARDS, and none of the songs ry:T--L^Y-rySAL, 

so there

*ur.,o SCAT SiXCIXC. The music they played used a lot of TENSION, DISSONANT
CHORDS that often would not RESOLVE. this style is very characteristic of IAZZ
MUSIC. Like much of POPULAR MUSIC, an OSTINATO theme could be found in
several of the tunes performed, borrowed from African culture.

There were two songs written and arranged by (relatively) local musicians. Dave

Barduhry a Washin{ton State resident, wrote [he baltad Tlrcrese, which the jazzband
performed close to Ihe middle of the concert, a song that featured the tenor sax

throughout. The other local composer was Dave Jarvis, the NMSU professor of
percuEsiory who wrote2:34 SluLffle. The song, 9b11o.usly, 

w?s the shuffle piece,.and it
ieatured alto sax. There was al# a song, AFnir Of Aces performed that was written by
Sammy Nestico, who generally is an arranger for groups of all musical ability.

The alto sax had four IMPROVISED SOLOS (one in each of the first four songs) and

was, in my opinion, the most skilled imploviylife1:g]qpt^in the group. It was evident
that he *i. rr".y familiar with the CHORD PROGRESSIONS, and was well versed in
the amoun t of jlzzhe listened to. His solos sounded deliberate, and kept in time the

best of all soloists that performing that evening. I was a little disappointed with the

other soloists however. It seemed-that if they liept good time it was at the expense of
their creative ability, and vice versa. The drummer seemed especially skilled, both at
KEEPING TIME, u.,d i., the last song of the evening, there was a drum BREAK which
was impressive, even to those who generally dislike the drumset as a solo inskument.
His skill made for a solid RHYTHM SECTION. I was a little disappointed at the

decision to use an electric bass guitar instead of the traditional-upright bass. This

particulariy stood out to me in songs such.as "Passing Lane" where the bass at times

*u, .o*ptetety exposed and it was clear that it had more keble in it than a srrrf-guitar
rock band. The piano player took a few brief solos as well, and.used primarily,
HOMOPHONI| texture,-COMPING chords in her left hand while soloing with a single

line in her right. The BRASS SECTION was also solid, particularly the TRUMPET line.

The NMSU JazzBandll put on a fine performance Friday.ight, and I will be sure to
take note of their next performance.



Music ln History & Cultures : MUSIC 201 Assignment Rubric

Teacher Name: Dr. Shearer

Student Name:

CATEGORY - Above Standard 3 - Meets Standard - Approaching Standard 1 - Below Standard

acts - Time Period/Culture When asked to write about a

given jazz style period in an

essay question or video

review, the student presents

several accurate facts, with no

inaccurate or questionable

facts.

Vhen asked to write about a

iven jazz style period in an

ssay question or video

eview, the student presents

.u 2 accurate fucts, with no

iaccurate or questionable

acts.

try'hen asked to write about a

Iiven jazz style period an essa\

luestion or video review, the

;tudent presents 1u 2

rccurate facts, but also

ncludes L or more inaccurate

)r questionable facts.

Student cannot talk or

write accurately about a

given jazz style period or

simply leaves a question

blank.

acts - Composers When asked to name famous

jazz performers associated

with a particular style, the

student can name at least 3

performers and at least 1

tune and/or important

recordinB by each.

When asked to name

famous jazz performers

associated with a particular

style, the student can name

at least 2 performers and at

least 1 tune/recording by

each.

When asked to name

famous jazz performers

associated with a particular

style, the student can name

at least 1 performer.

I he student rs unable to
name performers associated

with a particularjazz style.

dentifies music as being

)ssociated with a time or

:ulture

After instrudion, student

can identify the time/jazz

styles associated with 5 or

more pieces of music

without assistance.

Atter instruction, student

can identify the time/jazz

styles associated with 3-4

pieces of music with little or

no assistance.

\tter tnstructlon, student

:an identify the time/jazz

;tyles associated with 1-2

lieces of music with little or

ro assistance.

lannot identify music

)y time/jazz styles

ilithout significant

lssistance.

\nalyzes how music fits

ime/culture

\ccurately describes several

lominant elements of music

rssociated with a particular

azz style and can relate them

o other elements in that time

)r culture.

Accurately describes a couple

of dominant elements of

music associated with a

particularjazz style or culture

and can relate them to other

elements in that time or

cu lture.

Accurately describes 1-2

dominant elements of music

associated with a jazz style

or culture.

Has ditticulty describing any

dominant elements of music

associated with a particular

iazz style or culture.

ssay Question ;tudent answers required

:ssay questions displaying

iitnificant depth of thoutht,
lemonstrating a clear

rnderstanding of the required

naterial.

Student answers required

rssay questions displaying

Toderate depth of thought,

Cemonstrating a reasonable

Jnderstanding of the required

material.

Student answers required

essay questions with limited

depth of thought,

demonstrating Iimited

understandint of the required

material.

;tudent answers required

:ssay questions reflecting no

lepth of thought,

lemonstrating no

lnderstanding of the required

Taterial or simply leaves a

tuestion blank.

Date Created: Jan 15,2014 04:18 pm (CST)




